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INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT NAME SENTINEL C40 FLUSHING UNIT SENTINEL C90 FLUSHING UNIT
Pump Type Positive drive centrifugal Positive drive centrifugal
Motor 0.50 HP, 120v 0.75 HP, 120v
Degree of protection IP54 IP54
Motor rating Continuous Continuous
Temperature range 32° F to 165° F 32° F to 165° F
Dimensions W: 15.35” D: 17.32” H: 27.17” W: 15.35” D: 23.23” H: 35”
Tank capacity (to filler cap) 10.3 gallons 15 gallons
Weight (without hoses) 37.5 pounds 50 pounds

A 6 amp fuse should be fitted in the plug top. A GFI Protected Outlet should be used.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

•   WARNING!  This Jetflush machine must only be used by qualified professional plumbing and heating contractors, installers,  
      and service technicians. Read all instructions, including this manual and all other information shipped with the Jetflush unit,    
      before using and operating. Perform steps in the order given. Failure to comply could result in severe personal injury, death  
      or substantial property damage.

•   Precautions should be taken to ensure a safe working environment.

•   Take care when lifting large or heavy items.

•   Regularly check power leads for wear or damage, use with a residual circuit breaker.

•   When handling chemicals wear suitable protective clothing, gloves and goggles.

•   Use in a well ventilated area.

•   Contractor should check local regulations regarding the deposal of any waste products from the system.

CONTENTS OF EACH JETFLUSH KIT
Each kit comprises the following:

•   JetFlush power flushing pump.

•   Set of 2 x 16.5 foot (5m) flow and return hoses.

•   1 x 26 foot (8m) dump hose.

•   1 x 10 foot (3m) overflow hose.

•   2 x 1.5 foot (0.5m) circulation pump adaptor hoses.
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TECHNICAL DATA

The listed hoses are supplied in a plastic storage crate.
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INTRODUCTION

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

JetFlush pumps are designed to power flush heating systems 
with minimal dismantling, by circulating water and flushing 
chemicals at high velocity, and then purging the dirty wa-
ter from the system with a high flow of fresh, clean, water. 
Radiators may be individually flushed without removing or 
disconnecting them from the system.

Pumps with 120 volt motors are single phase, for use on a 
standard domestic supply. A six amp fuse should be fitted in 
the plug top. We recommend the use of a Ground Fault Inter-
rupt (GFI) for extra protection.

SYSTEM INSPECTION AND PREPARATION

1. Turn on heating system in order to identify problem flow 
areas, cold radiators, or those with cold spots, etc. Switch 
off system.

2. Note how many turns are required to shut off radiator and 
lock shield valves so that settings may be re-instated after 
flushing to avoid system balancing. Use a copy of the chart 
provided to record the number of turns. Open all (both sides 
of radiator) valves fully.

3. Set any thermostatic radiator valves to the fully open 
position. Remove the heads and check that the plunger pin 
moves freely. Check that diverter or zone valves are in the 
fully open position, setting manually if necessary. 

4. If check valve is present, this must be by-passed or 
bridged to allow the flow reversing action to be used. It may 
be possible to dissemble the check valve, and remove inter-
nal components.

5. Tie up the ball cock or turn off the mains water supply by 
another means.

6. Drain enough water from the system to empty the feed & 
expansion (F&E) tank. This can be drained into the JetFlush 
tank if it has been connected (connection details are in the 
next section).

7. With vented systems, it is necessary to cap off, or loop 
together, the expansion and cold feed pipes in order to avoid 
the flushing pump filling and overflowing the expansion tank. 

Depending on the configuration of the heating system looping 
the feed and expansion pipes together may enable these pipes 
to be flushed during the cleansing process, which can be ben-
eficial when the cold feed pipe contains corrosion deposits.

NOTE 1: This will only be effective when the F&E pipes are not 
close coupled, or connected via an air separator, and may not 
remove deposits which have hardened over a long period of 
time.

NOTE 2: The looping connection may be made with any sturdy 
flexible tubing, but should incorporate a valve in the loop to 
close the circuit when flushing individual radiators.

Capping or looping the F&E pipes are only temporary mea-
sures, which must be removed after the flushing process.

ENGINEER’S TIP: Don’t drain water from the system to lower 
the water level in the F&E tank until after the flushing pump 
has been connected into the system. 

Tie up the F&E tank ballcock or otherwise turn off the cold 
water feed, and return to the flushing pump. Open both the 
isolating valves, without switching on the electric motor. The 
head of water in the house means that heating system water 
will run down the flow and return hoses and into the tank. Let 
the water run until the tank is half full, and close both isolating 
valves.

You should now have emptied the F&E tank sufficiently to 
carry out the necessary valving or capping off of the cold feed.

NOTE: If there is a large amount of sludge or slime present in 
the F&E tank it must be cleaned manually and not drained into 
the system.
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LOCATION AND CONNECTION OF THE FLUSHING PUMP

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

The connection point for the flushing pump may vary de-
pending on the system to be cleaned, and the availability of 
suitable connection points. Make sure the supplied gaskets 
are installed in the hoses when connecting them to the ma-
chine and/or the system.

However the optimum location is via the central heating cir-
culation pump, using the special hoses supplied to connect 
across the pump unions.

Generally the unit should be located in a room with a suitable 

drain point, and near to a convenient mains water supply, 
such as a bathroom or kitchen. The cold water supply for a 
washing machine or dish-washing machine is a convenient 
source when a mixer tap makes connection of a hose dif-
ficult. 

The normal precautions during work on any heating system 
should be taken, and it is prudent to place the pump on a 
waterproof groundsheet or drip tray.
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HOSE CONNECTIONS TO THE FLUSHING PUMP

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

1a. Ensure that both valves are in the closed position (i.e. the 
valve handles are horizontal). 

1b. The pump has two 16 feet flow and return hoses, fitted 
with 3/4” US NPT thread brass hose connectors at the out-
board end and 3/4” BSP fittings at the inboard end.

The inboard end  of both flow and return hoses should be 
screwed onto the corresponding ¾” brass nipples on rear of 
the hose support plate. The other ends of these hoses will be 
connected into the heating system.

1c. Connect the overflow hose connector to the 3/4” BSP 
(British Standard Parallel) male overflow fitting on the rear of 
the pump tank, and lead to a suitable drain point.

1d. Connect the 25 foot dump hose to the brass nipple on 
the reverse of the hose support plate, and lead the hose to a 
toilet pan or drain pipe gully leading to a foul sewer. 

1e. Connect a mains water supply hose to the male US
Garden Hose Tap thread on the rear of the hose support 
plate. Fill the tank with water to 4 inches above the minimum 
liquid level, and then close the water inlet valve.

1f. Plug in the pump to a suitable electricity supply fitted with 
an RCD adapter.

2. Hose connection to the system

Connect the flow and return hoses of the pump to the system 
at the selected point. This may be either: 

2a. Across the pump flanges left once the circulating pump 
has been removed. The circulating pump isolating valves 
should be closed to isolate the flushing pump from the sys-
tem until power flushing is started.

 

2b. Across the “tails” of a radiator (having drained and dis-
connected the radiator) using appropriate 1/2” or 3/4” BSP 
adaptors to connect to the valves. The radiator valves should 
be closed to isolate the flushing pump from the system until 
power flushing is commenced.
This is likely to be the least effective method due to the 
restrictive effect that valves (particularly thermostatic) may 
have on the flow rate.

The above method is generally used on a combination boiler 
system.

2c. Across the flow and return connections at the boiler, 
isolating the boiler itself. This is the preferred method when 
flushing a heating system prior to installing a new boiler, as 
corrosion debris may be purged from the heating system 
before the new boiler is attached. This is important with all 
modern boilers, particularly so if the new boiler incorporates 
a plate type heat exchanger with complex and narrow water 
passages.
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Note: In the following procedure, the pump is first used to 
loosen and mobilize loose silt and debris, before forcibly 
expelling it together with the existing heavily contaminated 
system water. This rids the system of as much debris and 
sludge at an early stage, before establishing full, chemically 
treated circulation through the flushing pump.

By removing loose corrosion products from the system be-
fore addition of any chemical, the full effect of the chemical 
is available to disturb, loosen, and dissolve more stubborn 
accumulations of debris.

 

1. Leave the pump tank cap loose, or on by no more than one 
turn if water splashes during the flushing / descaling (to al-
low gas to escape).

2. Check that both valves are closed (horizontal). Open the 
isolating valves between flushing pump and heating system 
and switch on pump immediately. Ensure that liquid level in 
tank remains at least 4” (10 cm) above the minimum mark, 
adding more water if necessary.

3. Allow the flushing pump to run for ten minutes, reversing 
the direction of flow regularly. If there is sludge and debris in 
the system, the water returning into the tank will be heavily 
discolored as the high flow rate picks up looser debris.

4. Check all hoses and connections for leaks.

5. The pump has the ability to dump dirty water when the 
flow is in either direction.

Change the pump into dumping mode as follows, remember-
ing that the flow reverser is constructed so that the direction 
in which the lever points also indicates the direction of flow.

5a. Operate the flow reverser lever so that the water is flow-
ing through the heating system in the same direction as it is 
during normal heating operation.

5b. Rotate the valve on the return side through 180° so that 
the dump label is clearly visible.

INITIAL FLUSHING PROCEDURE (WATER ONLY STAGE, BEFORE ADDITION OF CHEMICALS)

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING
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By doing this, system water is diverted to waste down the 
dump hose, instead of returning back into the tank. The liquid 
level in the tank will immediately begin to fall. 

5c.The mains water inlet supply (orange tap) should now 
be turned on and adjusted so that the volume of incoming 
water compensates for that being forced out of the system to 
waste. Continue dumping until the waste water runs rela-
tively clear. Ensure that the water level in the tank remains at 
least  4” (10 cm) above the minimum mark at all times.

Note: If the mains water cannot keep up with the dump 
speed (i.e. the unit begins to empty) simply stop dumping 
until the tank fills up. 

6. Once the water remains reasonably clear, restore circula-
tion by rotating the valve back through 180° into re-circula-
tion mode.

7. Check that the liquid level in the tank remains 4” (10cm) 
above the minimum mark. Add more water if necessary. Vent 
all radiators to ensure that there are no air pockets. Use a 
cloth to absorb any liquid expelled, as the system water may 
be discolored and likely to stain.

8. The flushing chemical may now be added.

Leave the pump tank cap loose, or on by no more than one 
turn, during the flushing / descaling.

www.sentinel-solutions.net/us



CHEMICAL FLUSHING PROCEDURE USING X400

  

1. Switch on the JetFlush pump.

2. During the re-circulating water through the pump and the 
heating system, slowly add 1 quart of X400 to the  JetFlush 
tank, sufficient for 10-12 radiator system, (unless it was added 
on a prior visit), and ensure thorough distribution around the 
system. (X400 concentrate tube is sufficient for upto 25 gallons 
of system water. X400 liquid is dosed at a rate of at least 1% of 
system volume).

3. Switch on the boiler, if fitted, and in safe working order. 
Allow the system water to reach 122 F (50°C), and then switch 
boiler off. (122 F)

NOTE: Even boiler thermostat setting no.1 could exceed. 122 F 
(50°C)

4. Circulate throughout the complete system for half to one 
hour, reversing the flow direction regularly, and monitoring the 
system for leaks.

5. Close off all radiators (one valve only), and allow the full flow 
to go through the coil in the cylinder (if present in the system).

6. Reverse the flow regularly.

7. Divert the full flow to the radiator circuit, in preparation to 
putting the full flow of the pump through each radiator in turn.

8. Fully open both valves of the nearest radiator, on the ground 
floor, to the flushing pump.

9. Flush this radiator, reversing the flow regularly, until all 
cold spots have disappeared, and the temperature across the 
radiator is consistent. Close the radiator valves.

Note: If your initial system check identified cold or partially 
blocked radiators, commence the individual radiator flushing 
procedure with the worst radiator first, progressing to less 

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

problematic radiators. This ensures that the strongest con-
centration of chemical is directed at the worst areas of the 
system.

10. Open the valves on the next radiator, and repeat the proce-
dure.

11. Work through the rest of the radiators in turn, so that you 
have flushed every radiator individually, including upstairs 
radiators.

12. When you have flushed the last radiator, and it has an even 
temperature across the surface, switch the pump into dump-
ing mode, as previously.

13. With only this radiator open, and the pump set to dump, run 
until the water leaving the dump hose is completely clear. Now 
operate the flow reverser and change the valves to dump in 
the opposite direction until clear. When dump water is clear, 
close radiator valve.

14. Go back to the previous radiator that you had flushed, en-
sure both valves are open, and repeat the dumping procedure 
on this one radiator, alternating the direction of flow in each 
direction as you dump. Close radiator valve.

15. Work your way back around the house in the opposite 
direction to previously, until you have carried out the dumping 
process on every radiator individually.

16. Now with the pump still set to dump direct the flow through 
the cylinder coil until it runs clear. Dump in the other direction 
until clear.

17. If you have a TDS meter (Total Dissolved Solids) it is useful 
to test the water at this stage.
The reading should be compared with a mains water sample 
reading, and the dumping process continued until both read-
ings are within 5-10% of each other.

18. Return the flushing pump into normal re-circulation mode, 
re-open all radiator valves, and the cylinder coil, and move 
to page B.10 for instructions on adding the inhibitor using the 
Jetflush.

19. NOTE: When using X400, there is no requirement to neu-
tralize after the flushing process.
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INHIBITION AND CORROSION PROTECTION

   

IMPORTANT

1. The system is now full of fresh, clean water, a good quality corrosion inhibitor, such as Sentinel X100, must be added to the 
system water to prevent further corrosion and scaling.

The inhibitor may be added to the system by using the JetFlush pump as follows:

2. Briefly open a dump valve to lower the water level in the tank to just above the minimum level, close the dump valve. Add the 
X100 inhibitor into the tank. Allow circulation through the system for ten minutes, isolate the flushing pump from the heating 
system, and switch off.

3. If the system is vented, the residual water in the JetFlush tank, which will contain a small quantity of inhibitor, may be poured 
into a bucket and added to the F&E tank after this has been cleaned.

Note: In a pressurised system the inhibitor may be injected into the system using an injector, which will avoid wasting any 
inhibitor left in the tank.

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

UPON COMPLETION

1. Restore system to normal, restoring radiator balance valves to original settings, removing any temporary isolating valves or 
caps on the expansion and cold feed pipes, and restoring non return valves to normal operation if necessary.

2. Before re-connecting the feed & expansion tank, it should be thoroughly cleaned, removing all traces of dirty water and 
sludge, and disinfected if necessary.

10
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QUICK GUIDE TO POWER FLUSHING

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

Quick Guide to Power Flushing with a JetFlush Pump

1. If system is vented, cap off the cold 
feed and expansion pipe.

2. Couple JetFlush pump into system. 
Connect dump, water inlet and 

overflow hoses to JetFlush pump.

3. Open all radiator valves and set zone 
valves to manual position, for full flow 

throughout system.

4. Switch on JetFlush pump and 
circulate for 10 minutes, reversing 

flow regularly.

5. Start dumping. Adjust inlet water to 
ensure tank water level remains constant. 

Allow to run until dump water is clear.

6. Set JetFlush into circulation mode, 
with full flow through whole system (all 

radiator valves open).

7. Pour selected flushing chemical into 
JetFlush tank.

9. Continue circulation through wide 
open system for 15 minutes, reversing 

flow regularly.

8. If possible, switch on boiler to heat 
water to 50º C (approximately 122º F).

10. Shut off all radiator valves except for one 
radiator. Allow full flow through this one 

radiator for 5 minutes, reversing flow regularly.

11. Shut off first radiator, and move to 
second. Work around system, putting full 

flow through each radiator in turn.

12. After circulating through last radiator, 
switch to dumping on that one radiator, until 

water runs clear.

13. Operate flow reverser and appropriate 
valves to dump with water flow in opposite 

direction, until water runs clear.

14. Open up previous radiator, and dump on that 
until water runs clear.  Work around system in 

reverse, dumping through each radiator in turn.

15. Restore circulation through JetFlush 
pump and complete heating system (all 

radiator valves open).

16. Commence final dump procedure, with all 
radiators wide open. Allow to run until dump 

water is clear.

17.  Test that dump water is neutral, with pH 
paper and add x100 corrosion inhibitor to 

JetFlush tank.

18. Circulate for 10 minutes before discon-
necting JetFlush, restoring system to normal 

operation, and bleeding radiators.
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Use a photo-copy of this chart to note the radiator valve settings before commencing to power flush the system, so that the 
heating system can easily be re-instated afterwards, avoiding the need to rebalance the system.

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

RADIATOR VALVE SETTINGS
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POWER FLUSHING SURVEY AND CHECK LIST

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

(CONT. NEXT PAGE)

Copper 1/2 inch / 3/4 inch
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POWER FLUSHING SURVEY AND CHECK LIST (CONT.)

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING

14
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POWER FLUSH MONITORING FORM

USING THE JETFLUSH PUMP FOR POWER FLUSHING
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

H04012KA

H04012KB

H09002L11K

H09002L22K

H03002B

H03002F

H19002D11

H19002D22

H01502C

H030HJ07

H030HJ08

H030HJ09

H03002A

H03006

H03007

H0150211A

H01507K

H09001K

H04013KA

H09002K

H04013KC

H03023

H09005K

H09004K

H04016K

H04017K

H03012K

H04018KA

H04018KB

H04018KC

H04018KD

H04018KE

H04018KF

H04018KG

21

22

20

20

23

24

25

25

26

27

27

27

28

29

30

34

32

33

51

31

35

37

36

38

56

57

58

59

60

52

50

C40/C90 Electric motor fan cover

C40/C90 Electric motor fan  

C90 Motor 110v

C90 Motor 220v

C30 Motor bearings (pair)

Electric motor switch box

C90 Capacitor, 110v

C90 Capacitor, 220v

On/Off switch for motor

8mm Brass Nut

M8 x 40 Brass Bolt

Brass Washer 8 x 17

C40 Motor shaft circlip

C40 White arnite washer

 ‘O’ ring for C40 Driveshaft / FR Paddle

 ‘O’ ring for rotor/impellor

12mm PP Bolt

C90 Flange & Body

C40/C90 Flange

C90 Drop tube only

C40/C90 Rotor housing

3/4” female/female elbow from volute

C90 Shaft sleeve

C90 Rotor/Impellor

 ‘O’ ring for rotor/impellor cover C40/C90

C40/C90 High temp rotor cover

10mm PP Bolt

Flow reverser handle/lever

Flow reverser paddle

Flow reverser body

Flow reverser top plate

 ‘O’ ring for flow reverser top plate

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 45mm

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 40mm
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

MI022

H04019K

H030F11

H090F04

H09006K

H04005

H09007K

H09008K

H09009K

H09010K

H04025K

H04026K

H030F50

H030F63

H030F64

HH013X30

HH2229

HH019X30

H04023K

H09011K

H090F01

H090F03

H030HJ06

H190F16

H030F13

H030F13A#

H030F36

H030F16D

H030F65

H090F06

H090F10

HHCF9FR

HHCF9WI

HHCF9DH

62

80

53

72

1

2

4

3

5

6

101

100

79

76

78

70

73

74

104

105

75

103

M6 x 30 ST/ST Socket Cap Head Screw

3/4” BSP Union

3/4” male/female PP elbow

3/4” male x 19mm PP Hose adaptor

C90 Tank

C90 Tank Cap

C90 ST/ST Axle

C90 wheels (each)

Circlip (7/8” - 22.22mm) for axle inner

Circlip (20mm) for axle outer

1” male/female PP elbow

1” female x 3/4” male PP reducing bush

3/4” male x 1/2” female PP reducing bush

13 ampere plug

110v Plug

Yellow hose 13mm ID per metre

Clear hose 22mm ID per metre

Clear hose 19mm ID per metre

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 35mm

C90 hose support bracket

3/4” Single Union L Port Valve

3/4” male x 20mm PP 90degree hose adaptor

3/4” male x 20mm  Y piece twin barb hose adaptor

3/4” x 19mm Water Inlet Tap

12 - 22mm Wormdrive Clip

16 - 25mm Wormdrive Clip

3/4” Cream Washer

20mm Hose ‘L’ (for water inlet)

5 ampere fuse

3/4” female x 3/4” male Brass Adaptor

3/4” female x 13mm Brass Hose Adaptor

5mtr Supply & Return Hose set

8mtr Water Inlet Hose

8mtr Dump Hose
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

HHCF9OH

H090F07

H030F69

H190F15

H09012K

54

3mtr Overflow Hose

3/4” female x 19mm Brass Hose Adaptor

3/4” female x 19mm PP Hose Adaptor

3/4” male x 25mm PP Hose Adaptor 

PP Herbie Clip HC-N-BK-PP

JF90 Instruction manual
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

H04012KA

H04012KB

H04002L11K

H04002L22K

H03002B

H03002F

H03002D11

H03002D22

H01502C

H030HJ07

H030HJ08

H030HJ09

H03002A

H03006

H03007

H0150211A

H01507K

H04013K

H04013KA

H04013KB

H04013KC

H03023

H04014K

H04015K

H04016K

H04017K

21

22

20

20

23

24

25

25

26

27

27

27

28

29

30

34

32

33

51

31

35

37

36

C40/C90 electric motor fan cover

C40/C90 electric motor fan  

C40 Motor 110v

C40 Motor 220v

Motor bearings (pair)

Electric motor switch box

Capacitor, 110v

Capacitor, 220v

On/Off switch for motor

8mm Brass Nut

M8 x 40 Brass Bolt

Brass Washer 8 x 17

C40 Motor shaft circlip

C40 White arnite washer

 ‘O’ring for C40 Driveshaft / FR Paddle

 ‘O’ ring for rotor/impellor

12mm PP Bolt

C40 Flange & Body

C40/C90 Flange

C40 Drop tube only

C40 Rotor housing

3/4”female/female elbow from volute

C40 Shaft sleeve

C40 Rotor/Impellor

 ‘O’ ring for rotor/impellor cover C40/C90

C40/C90 rotor cover

JETFLUSH C40
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

H03012K

H04018KA

H04018KB

H04018KC

H04018KD

H04018KE

H04018KF

H04018KG

MI022

H04019K

H030F04

H030F11

H090F04

H04020K

H04021K

H04022K

H030F63

H030F64

HH013X30

HH016X30

HH019X30

H04023K

H04024K

H04025K

H04026K

H090F01

H090F03

H030HJ06

H190F16

H030F13A#

H030F13

H030F36

H030F16D

H030F65

38

56

57

58

59

60

52

50

62

80

106

53

54

7

8

9

101

100

100

79

77

78

70

73

74

105

104

10mm PP Bolt

Flow reverser handle/lever

Flow reverser paddle

Flow reverser body

Flow reverser top plate

 ‘O’ ring for flow reverser top plate

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 45mm

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 40mm

M6 x 30 ST/ST Socket Cap Head Screw

3/4” BSP Union

3/4” male x 16mm PP hose adaptor

3/4” male/female PP elbow

3/4” male x 19mm PP Hose adaptor

C40 Tank

C40 Tank Cap

Pair of wheels with axle

13amp Plug

110v Plug

Yellow hose 13mm ID per metre

Clear hose 16mm ID per metre

Clear hose 19mm ID per metre

3/4” BSP PP Threaded Nipple 35mm

C40 hose support bracket

1” male/female PP elbow

1” female x 3/4”male PP reducing bush

3/4” Single Union L Port Valve

3/4” male x 20mm PP 90deg hose adaptor

3/4” male x 20mm  Y piece twin barb hose adaptor

3/4” x 19mm Water Inlet Tap

16 - 25mm Wormdrive Clip

12 - 22mm Wormdrive Clip

3/4” Cream Washer

20mm Hose ‘L’ (for water inlet)

5 ampere fuse
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PRODUCT CODE NUMBER ON DIAGRAM PART DESCRIPTION

H090F06

H030F03

HHCF3FR

HHCF3WI

HHCF3DH

HHCF3OH

H030F47

H030F50

H090F10

H04028K

75

102

103

3/4” female x 3/4”male Brass Adaptor

3/4”f x 16mm Brass hose adaptor

5mtr Supply & Return Hose’s

8mtr Water Inlet Hose

8mtr Dump Hose

3mtr Overflow Hose

3/4”female x 16mm PP Hose Adaptor

3/4” male x 1/2” female PP reducing bush

3/4” female x 13mm Brass Hose Adaptor

PP Herbie Clip HC-L-BK-PP

JF40 Instruction Manual

PARTS LIST AND DIAGRAM
JETFLUSH C40

www.sentinel-solutions.net/us
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Sentinel Performance Solutions Limited

7650 Daresbury Park, Daresbury, 
Warrington, Cheshire WA4 4BS 
T 0800 389 4670 
F 0800 389 4677

For Service or Parts Order Through:
Douglas Products and Packaging 
1550 E Old State Route 210, Liberty, MO 64068 
T 1 800 223 3684 
F 1 816 781 1043

www.sentinel-solutions.net/us


